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Infinite Sunday is a stunning new collaboration between celebrated jazz musician Sue
McCreeth, jazz/rock/funk guitarist Ian Salmon and producer/keys player Mike Varty,
resulting in some of the most extreme chill-out and coolest sounds around.
With a huge record of highly acclaimed work and inspiring breadth of influences
between them, this is their debut album together, in what can only be described
as true fusion.
A few times round the block, natural musicianship, a genuine vibe between them
and a real human story to boot, this is a collaboration that truly invites mass
appeal as well as industry recognition. The CD lead track - ‘Sunday’ - is picking
up interest from major advertisers and is tipped to ‘go viral’ this summer.

Eponymously titled CD - Infinite Sunday

The coolest sounds for those days that you wish would go on forever...
Infinite Sunday features the the stunning vocals of Sue McCreeth, the jazz singer/songwriter/arranger and bandleader who blazed
a trail during the noughties with two critically-acclaimed albums and extensive touring. Then in 2006, having just sold out at the
London Jazz Festival, she disappeared as promptly and emphatically as she had appeared in the first place. She has a fantastic
story to tell and Infinite Sunday sees her return to the limelight stronger than ever; and as usual, lyrically and vocally captivating.
Keyboard player and producer Mike Varty is best known for his internationally popular work in the Progressive Rock scene. He has
a whole catalogue of recordings to his name and is widely regarded as a technical, keyboard and production wizard, with bands
including Credo, Landmarq, DeeExpus, Shadowland, Mick Pointer’s Marillion and multi-award winning Janison Edge. His particular
talent for arrangement and production which underpins Infinite Sunday draws heavily on his classical music training and natural
musicianship.
Ian Salmon is a highly regarded session musician who works constantly around London and the UK, and is regularly involved in
touring work internationally. He is known as a ‘musician’s musician’, equally at home playing funk, jazz or rock and is well-respected
for his skills on electric and acoustic guitar as well as bass. Impossible to pigeon hole, Ian grew up with music and musicians and
his influences from Hendrix to Metheny weave through Infinite Sunday.
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